
INSPIRED BY OUR VAST AUSTRALIAN LANDSCAPE 
Limited Edition Saddle Head Nails
We’ve worked closely with a 3rd generation Australian jeweller, Paul Minzenmay, in designing 
these beautiful, hand crafted Head Nails, to add that touch of glamour to your saddle.  There 
are three designs to choose from, each individually crafted so no two head nails are alike.  

Inspired by our vast and contrasting Australian landscape and precious native gifts, we have 
three head nail designs to choose from as part of a custom-made Peter Horobin Saddlery 
bespoke experience.

You can choose: 
PHS Logo - individually hand engraved in 9ct Gold or Sterling Silver 
Salt Flats - in 9ct Gold or Sterling Silver 
Black Onyx and Diamonds

These head nails are an additional cost when ordering a custom made saddle.

Find out more at horobin.com.au



BLACK ONYX AND DIAMOND SADDLE NAILS 
For a complete bespoke experience

We have worked with 3rd generation local Australian jeweller, Paul Minzenmay in designing 
these beautiful saddle head nails.  These head nails are the ultimate touch of glamour in 
creating your bespoke custom made saddle.  

Each saddle nail consists of an 11cm diameter 18ct rose central bezel setting, set with a round 
cabochon black onyx.  The setting is surrounded by 22 PASSION8 grain set diamonds, set on 
an 18ct rose gold round disc.  The round disc is 16mm diameter x 2mm thick and is soldered 
on top of a silver nail.  The nail consists of an 8mm diameter and 0.5mm thick silver round head 
with a 2.6mm diameter x 38mm long silver round wire nail.  With polished and bright cut 
finishes, the PASSION8 Diamonds display 8 perfect Hearts and 8 perfect Arrows.

These head nails are an additional cost when ordering a custom made saddle.

Find out more at horobin.com.au



SALT FLATS SADDLE NAILS 
Inspired by Nature

We have worked with 3rd generation local Australian jeweller, Paul Minzenmay in designing 
these beautiful saddle head nails.  Available in 9ct Gold or Sterling Silver, these head nails 
make a classy addition to your custom made saddle.  The Salt Flats head nail is individually 
hand crafted, so no two head nails are alike.  

The round disc is a 16mm diameter x 2mm thick and is soldered on top of a silver nail.  The 
nail consists of an 8mm diameter and 0.5mm thick silver round head with a 2.6mm diameter x 
38mm long silver round wire nail.  It has a beautifully polished and diamond bur finish.

These head nails are an additional cost when ordering a custom made saddle.

Find out more at horobin.com.au



PHS LOGO SADDLE NAILS 
Individually Hand Engraved

We have worked with 3rd generation local Australian jeweller, Paul Minzenmay in designing 
these beautiful saddle head nails.  Available in 9ct Gold or Sterling Silver, these head nails 
make a classy addition to your custom made saddle.  The PHS Logo is individually hand 
engraved, so no two head nails are alike.  

The round disc is a 16mm diameter x 2mm thick and is soldered on top of a silver nail.  The 
nail consists of an 8mm diameter and 0.5mm thick silver round head with a 2.6mm diameter x 
38mm long silver round wire nail.  It has a beautifully polished finish.

These head nails are an additional cost when ordering a custom made saddle.

Find out more at horobin.com.au
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